Hatley USA Recalls Children’s Headbands Due to Violation of Federal Lead Content Ban

The Opalescent Angel Wings Headbands were sold in one size, and they are pink with two silver angel’s wings.

Please stop using the Opalescent Angel Wings Headbands and contact Hatley USA for a full refund. You can email Hatley USA a photo of the recalled products at service@hatley.com or return the recalled products to any Hatley USA store. Hatley USA is also contacting all known purchasers directly.

➢ No amount of lead in a child’s blood is safe. Even low levels of lead in blood can cause developmental delays, difficulty learning, behavioral issues, and neurological damage. The effects of lead poisoning can be permanent and disabling.
➢ Organic lead may be absorbed directly through the skin by exposure to the lead contained in Hatley Opalescent Angel Wings Headbands and could also be absorbed by chewing or putting the product in the mouth.